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Abstract: The article deals with the 

issues related to peculiar features of 

productive skills in teaching foreign 

languages. Productive skills are the 

product of speech, that is, the 

formulation of one’s own ideas, the 

expression of one’s own opinion. In 

educational speech, it is realized in 

dialogues and monologues on some 

topic. 
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In the time of globalization, English has 

increasingly converted into the 

intermediate in every sphere of 

communication, mutually in resident and 

inclusive contexts. Productive skills are 

consist of verbal communication and 

marks and they are sizeable for the 

reason that they give your blessing to 

learners to act in outgoing aspects such 

as oral presentations, in black and white 

studies and news amid others. Therefore, 

these skills necessitate learning properly. 

They are of great consequence as they 

permit learners to be familiar with 

contents, textbooks, moving parts or 

documents. 

 According to the experiences of majority 

of teachers as extremely as learners of 

language, a good number difficulties are 

originate in the route of culture and 

schooling productive skills. On the other 

administer atypical methods, approaches 

and techniques are make-believe to build 

the principles and scholarship means of 

productive skills easier mutually for 

teachers and learners. as a result the 

foremost objective of this reading is to 

isolate the techniques of credo productive 

skills as skillful in the avant-garde 

humanity as acceptably as in our country. 

This reading required to key only some 

questions interconnected to the 
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implementation of individuals’ 

techniques in our country.  

Hopefully, answering individuals 

questions will be of assistance us to get 

back a fashion to make use of fresh and 

contemporary techniques in our country 

in an operative manner. Subsequently, 

the determination of this examine is to 

see and put it to somebody probable 

elucidation to helpful lessons of 

productive skills. 

 In outgoing handle in attendance are 

four essential skills of knowledge like 

listening, speaking, sense and writing. As 

it comes to conversation about by 

English at any concentration of 

instruction whether it is primary, 

secondary, intermediate or at the tertiary 

level, it requires lessons the four skills of 

the language bountiful be on a par with 

weight on all of these skills. Both of 

these are important. In consultation and 

remarkably in outgoing English burden 

equivalent importance. still developing 

wants for by English around the globe is 

the upshot of the responsibility of 

English as the world’s global language 

enjoy agreed priority to result additional 

actual behavior to school these crucial 

language skills.  

In Uzbekistan derived instruction is one 

of the nearly all imperative sectors in 

education. English is qualified at this 

height but right importance is not 

prearranged on learner`s native tongue 

and letters skills. However idiom and 

lettering are the two joint earnings of 

communication, culture planners of 

primary, resultant and senior minor levels 

do excluding highlighting on these skills. 

As a result, students can not join English 

in their helpful animation successfully. 

This communicate cram explores 

approaches to the principles of 

vocalizations and copy skills in less 

important culture system. 

 Why Productive Skills are Important? 

Speaking and writing skills are called 

productive skills. They are crucial as they 

end students the break to training real-life 

behavior in the classroom. These two 

skills are old as a 'barometer' to restrain 

how a good deal the learners take part in 

learned. 
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Communicative Competence is slow on 

the four critical skills of language-

reading, writing, dialect and listening. As 

increasing the faculty of the learners to in 

truth publicize in English is the highest 

goal of SSC syllabus, it is indispensable 

to integrate each and every one four 

skills ensuring rival sum of concentration 

in both of them. Thus, the learners will 

get the horizontal of linguistic 

competence in English that will allow 

them to join really in “real English” 

(Davis & Pearse, 2000; p.4). at this point 

the expression “real English” is old to 

pass on to English which bottle be old in 

cooperation inside and outside the 

classroom. 

According to English curriculum 

requirements, the objective of English is 

to refurbish students‟ aptitude to exercise 

English in an all-purpose way. Harmer 

(1991: p.52) suggests, any of the skills 

cannot be performed without another. It 

is not viable to have a word in a banter if 

a big name does not pay attention as 

well, and populace barely container 

compose without reading.  

Four Skills of Language at what time we 

gain knowledge of a language, here are 

four skills that we requisite to full 

communication. after we hear our native 

language, we habitually gather to pay 

attention first, after that to speak, 

followed by to read, and to conclude to 

write. These are called the four "language 

skills". 

 The weight of Language Skills  

Language is utterly innermost to 

learning. Without it one cannot engender 

a feeling of perceive or converse his 

indulgence of a subject. Learners ought 

to take on their language skills, and 

distinctively intellectual English, in send 

off for to: a. see and produce the largely 

of use avail yourself of of analyze 

materials.  

b. come into being the expert language 

and vocabulary appropriate to subject.  

c. decipher assignment questions and 

decide on related and right important for 

response.  

d. correspond with well-structured and 

consistently on hand assignments, 

without plagiarism.  
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e. link individual requirements to their 

tutors.  

f. effort gainfully with other students. 

Productive Skills 

Reading and Listening are called 

interested skills for the reason that as 

soon as we pay attention and scan a touch 

we pick up the language, know it and 

decode the meaning. Vocalizations and 

script are called productive skills for the 

reason that we draw on the language to 

produce a communication through 

language or in black and white text.  

Productive skills consist of oral 

presentations, on paper studies and 

reports. In addition, they additionally 

consist of common principles (i.e. 

creation judgments of could you repeat 

that? has been submitted in marks or of 

facility in language and delivering oral 

presentations).  

Productive skills, oral communication 

and writing, of the essence manner of 

expression second-hand to sell something 

to someone or persuade other dwell in as 

completely as to split dreams and 

feelings.  

    Interrelation between sensitive and 

Productive Skills  

Teachers are likely to discuss about the 

mode we consume language in language 

of four skills- reading, writing, idiom and 

listening. They are a lot on bad terms into 

two types. Responsive skills is a idiom 

old for performance and listening, skills 

somewhere consequence is extracted 

from the discourse. Productive skills is 

the time for language and writing, skills 

everywhere students essentially bear to 

produce language themselves (Harmer, 

2007, p.265). 

 "Listening" is getting language through 

the ears. Listening involves identifying 

the sounds of address and handing out 

them into language and sentences. While 

we listen, we exploit our ears to pick up 

peculiar sounds (letters, stress, rhythm 

and pauses) and we practice our intellect 

to adapt these into e-mail that aim 

incredible to us.  

Listening in any language requires focus 

and attention. It is a proficiency that 

approximately dwells in destitution to 

come off at harder than others. populate 
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who come up with stumbling block 

concentrating are typically deficient 

listeners. Listening in a second language 

requires steady better focus.  

Like babies, we be trained this 

skillfulness by listening to associates 

who before now identify how to talk the 

language. This may or may not add in 

native speakers. For practice, one tin 

eavesdrop to live or recorded voices. The 

nearly everyone foremost matter is to pay 

attention to a sort of voices as regularly 

as one can. 

 To be converted into a fluent presenter 

in English, learners necessity to improve 

fierce listening skills. Listening not just 

helps to get the picture I beg your 

pardon? introduce somebody to an area 

are saying, it and helps to have a word 

obviously to other people. It helps in 

scholarship how to pronounce 

terminology properly, how to purpose 

intonation, and everyplace to house stress 

in terminology and sentences. This 

makes communication easier for other 

relations to understand.  

"Reading" is the method of looking at a 

cycle of in black and white cryptogram 

and in receipt of import from them. As 

we read, we avail yourself of our eyes to 

get in black and white cipher (letters, 

punctuation symbols and spaces) and we 

make use of our common sense to switch 

them into words, sentences and 

paragraphs that pass on amazing to us. 

Recitation tin be silent (in our head) or 

aloud (so that other live in bottle 

hear).Reading is a approachable flair - 

through which we be given information. 

But the development administer of 

evaluation too requires the competence 

of speaking, therefore that we tin 

pronounce the language that we read. In 

this sense, interpretation is furthermore a 

productive skillfulness in that we are 

mutually being paid in order and 

transmitting it (even if barely to 

ourselves). 

Speaking 

"Speaking" is the relief of language 

through mouth. To speak, we get going 

sounds by means of scores of parts of our 
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body, as well as the lungs, vocal tract, 

vocal chords, tongue, teeth and lips.  

This vocalized bring into being of 

language commonly requires at slightest 

one listener. In fact, about English 

learners exercise verbal communication 

fixed lonely in look onto of a mirror. 

Verbal communication bottle be starched 

or informal.  

a. Informal tongue is typically second-

hand with family and associates or makes 

somewhere your home we experience 

well.  

b. official communication occurs in topic 

or teacher situations, or after assembly 

natives for the former time.  

Oral communication cleverness language 

is the productive knack in the oral mode. 

It, like the other skills, is other complex 

than it seems at elementary and involves 

new than honest pronouncing words. 

 According to Chastain (1998), 

vernacular is a productive competence 

that involves lots of components, such as 

grammar, strategy, sociolinguistics and 

discourse; for him vocalizations is 

supplementary than in simple terms 

construction the healthy sounds, 

choosing the righteous terminology or 

being paid the constructions put right 

(pp. 330-358).  

As a unanimous middle of letter English 

has develop into the no more than 

language for the earth inhabitant in this 

sophisticated humankind   of in order 

technology.  In Uzbekistan, English is 

creature  educated as a hub subject  from 

lesson 1  -11, nevertheless it is  burning 

to fob watch that students are quieten 

sheath behind to attain  predictable 

parallel with the ground  of skill in 

recognize of productive  skills.  For  a  

extended  time  outgoing  reasoning  is  

followed  at  schools  and colleges  that  

aims  at  on the rise  four  skills  reading,  

writing,  listening  and  speaking.  

Proper  planning,  implementation  and  

monitoring  know how to  cook  it  likely  

to  reach students‟ language competence 

in four skills simultaneously. Language 

such as gestures or facial expressions 

(often called non-verbal communication).  

We explain tongue as learners mull over 

this detail aptitude as one of the nearly 
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everyone foremost and as well the nearly 

everyone challenging skills. Verbal 

communication phone call is the as a rule 

customary method of edifice 

interpersonal relations. Furthermore, 

spoken communication is vital if we 

fancy comprehending effects done, 

retrieving out in order and present 

instructions. 
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